Fixnetix and Skyler Launch Europe's First Ultra-low Latency Direct
BBO Feed with Full-depth Liquidity Discovery Feed Service
London, 19th January 2009
Fixnetix and Skyler have integrated their low latency market data solutions to deliver
Europe’s first ultra-low latency direct BBO feed with full-depth liquidity discovery service
that is now available for evaluation and deployment. This hosted aggregated service will
benefit a mutual customer base that includes leading banks, asset managers, hedge funds
and exchanges.
Fixnetix and Skyler jointly offer a hosted market data aggregation solution to help customers
to more efficiently navigate Europe’s increasingly fragmented liquidity landscape. The
solution aggregates Level I and Level II market data feeds from the various exchanges and
MTFs into a European consolidated tape and quote feed as well as an aggregated full depth
order book feed. This new service is based on the Fixnetix low latency market data feeds and
excels through aggregation speed, ultimate aggregation flexibility, sophisticated business
logic, highest levels of data quality, and easy to deployment.
The aggregated consolidated tape, quote, and liquidity feeds will be used by buy and sell side
firms to establish a new benchmark for Pan-European trading activities. It will provide
insights into where trades are being executed in a comprehensive manner, where the best
prices can be found, and where the liquidity resides. For the first time, this enables buy and
sell side firms to truly trade in a Pan European way and to take advantage of the new offering
and cheaper execution services provided by Europe’s new MTFs. Hedge funds can use the
data as a benchmark for their own trading activity and the broker performance and sell side
firms have an easy to use means to power their algorithmic trading engines, smart order
routers and GUI based trading applications.
Valerie Bannert-Thurner, Managing Director of Skyler Europe, said, “We are excited to be
collaborating with Fixnetix and to jointly enter the market with the Europe’s first
Consolidated Tape, Quote, and Liquidity feed. Both buy and sell side firms urgently require
this aggregated and consolidated view to power their Pan-European trading activities. Our
clients will benefit not only from a fast solution, but also a very flexible and smart
aggregation capability that takes advantage of the rich features set of the Skyler C3
Aggregation solutions.”
About Fixnetix
Founded in London in 2006, Fixnetix is a leading Managed Service Provider for the global
financial community. Over the last eight years, Fixnetix has built a reputation as an award
winning international technology vendor, supplying outsourced services for ultra-low latency
trading, market data, hosting, infrastructure connectivity and risk management to
prominent Investment Banks, Hedge Funds, Proprietary Trading Groups, Start Ups and
Exchanges worldwide.
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